Cup warmer

Absolutely no cold coffee...
Coffee should be enjoyed hot, which is why professionals always use properly prewarmed cups. If hot coffee is served in cold porcelain cups, too much heat is lost.

In prewarmed cups, the wonderful taste experience can fully develop. JURA’s elegant, slender cup warmer is the ideal partner to every automatic coffee machine.

Technical data

- Constant heat output of approx. 55 °C / 130 °F
- Passively heated aluminium cup tray
- Programmable automatic switch-on and switch-off time
- Optimised drawer cushioning system
- Side panels with platinum finish
- Ideal capacity for domestic use
- Matches all JURA models
- Dimensions (W × H × D) 12,2 × 30.6 × 34.9 cm
- Voltage 120 – 240 V, 50 – 60 Hz
- Checks CE
- Power 60 W
- Weight approx. 3.8 kg
- Cable length approx. 1.1 m
- Article number 72229
Cup warmer

55°C – the perfect temperature
In prewarmed cups, the wonderful taste experience can fully develop. Two heating elements keep the cups inside at a constant temperature of around 55°C – ideal for preparing everything from a fiery espresso to a cappuccino crowned with milk foam.

Optimum storage
Sized perfectly for use in the home, it is suitable for cups up to a diameter of 90 mm and a height of 110 mm. Each level has space for 5 espresso cups (diameter 57 mm), 4 coffee cups (66 mm) or 6 cappuccino cups (90 mm). The passively heated aluminium cup tray on top provides extra storage space.

Warm cups whenever you need them
With programmable switch-on and switch-off times, the modern cup warmer has eco-intelligence. It can be easily adapted to your needs and warms the cups at just the right time for your morning coffee. If no switch-off time is programmed, the intelligent machine switches itself off automatically after 12 hours.